
IPhone IMEI Checker Tool to Find Carrier &
Unlock info
Phone IMEI Checker - check iPhone IMEI Code & check iPhone original carrier and iPhone unlock
status by IMEI Code.

CORAL SPRINGS, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, October 13, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- This
iPhone IMEI checker is officially powered by Unlockboot team in order to help to their customers to
check their iPhones by IMEI free. This IMEI Checker is for personal usage only and can't be used for
commercial usage.

In the United States and other countries of the sale of the iPhone with reference to a specific cellular
network operator. The user purchases a smartphone at a subsidized price. But shall, within 1-2 years
to pay money for the right to use the device. Such work can only iPhone with SIM-card one mobile
provider.
Supported Models for FREE iPhone IMEI Check
•	iPhone 5 IMEI Check (Unlock status & Carrier).
•	iPhone 4S Check IMEI Code (Unlock Status & Carrier).
•	iPhone 4 IMEI Checker (Simlock status / Carrier).
•	iPhone 3GS IMEI Check (Carrier & Simlock status).

In turn, unlocked iPhone can use discretion in any suitable cellular network conditions. The use is not
limited to the boundaries of one country - when leaving it outside you can buy a local SIM-card
operator, thus avoiding roaming charges.

How to Check iPhone IMEI to find its Original carrier & Unlock status:
Step 1: Find the IMEI number of your iPhone. You can do this by going to Settings -> General ->
About your device. The second option - dial * # 06 #.

Step 2: Go to the iPhone IMEI Checker website and enter the IMEI code in line with the inscription
"Enter IMEI eg. 123456702012365." http://imei.unlockboot.com/

Step 3: Press Enter. Poster displays detailed information about the device, including the dimensions,
sizes, battery, processor speed, Original carrier, Simlock Status, etc.

Step 4:This service checks binding the iPhone in its own database, and then write a message:
«Locked», in fact, if you have a model of locked or «Unlocked», if the phone is unlocked. The whole
procedure takes no more than a couple of minutes and its Completly free. After checking your orignial
operator and simlock status you can check this official & cheap iPhone unlcok pricelist here:
http://factory.unlockboot.com/

You're done. Now you know if your iPhone is locked or unlocked and what is the original carrier /
operator.
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